
Limited staff, redundant technologies, and constrained budget dollars keep 
organizations in reactive mode, where the risk of a successful security breach 
is highest. Maturing beyond reactive mode, to proactive and preventative, 
requires a solution that addresses the technical complexities of security and 
risk management, as well as the budget and staffing constraints that keep 
organizations stuck.

As the first of its kind, the Impelix IMPACT Platform is an integrated security,  
risk, and compliance management solution designed to address the security  
and risk management challenges organizations face today and help them move 
from being reactive to proactive and finally to a preventative security model. 

It all starts by eliminating the budget constraints typically associated with 
data ingestion. The IMPACT Platform’s user-based pricing and unlimited data 
ingestion empower organizations to gain deeper context and visibility. Advanced 
technologies like machine learning and automated, real-time event correlation, 
enable teams to work smarter and respond faster to immediate threats, while 
natural language querying and year-long data retention enable teams to search 
for known indicators of compromise or attack. In tandem, real-time risk monitoring 
and compliance framework assessment help teams manage their level of risk and 
compliance within major security and regulatory frameworks.

The Impelix 
IMPACT Platform
Organizations face considerable 
obstacles in their efforts to respond 
to threats in a timely and efficient 
manner, while ensuring cyber and 
compliance readiness. 
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Capabilities Include: 

 � Security Control Efficacy  
and Posture Assessment

 � Cyber Hygiene Tracking

 � Real-time Compliance Monitoring

 � Compliance Reporting/Dashboards

 � Organizational Risk Monitoring

 � Third-Party Risk Monitoring

 � Staff Impact of Noisy or  
Poorly Configured Tools

 � Financial Impact of  
Redundant Tools

The Impelix
IMPACT Platform
is your solution. 
Only the Impelix Impact Platform 
provides a unified security, risk, and 
compliance management platform 
with unlimited data ingestion, 
automated incident investigation 
and response with real-time risk 
and compliance information, and 
flat, predictable pricing.
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The Impelix  
IMPACT Platform is  
an all-in-one platform 
that empowers… 

 � Security teams to quickly  
and easily detect high-risk  
activity and shut it down  
with just a couple clicks.

 � Risk management teams  
to measure and mitigate  
the risk posed by business 
partners, supply chain, and  
other external sources. 

 � Compliance and governance  
teams to monitor compliance  
in real-time across a variety  
of frameworks, including  
PCI-DSS, HIPAA, CMMC, ISO,  
and NIST.

Finally, organizations have access 
to technology that enables them to 
demonstrate measurable improvements 
in security and risk management while 
addressing the challenges that have 
traditionally kept security teams from 
maturing beyond reactive mode. 
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Why the Impelix IMPACT Platform

 REDUCE COSTS

 \ User-based pricing with unlimited data ingestion

 \ Flat rate model offers predictability for easier budgeting

 \ Time to value is less than 30 days

 \ Cost benefit analysis of tools in the security stack

 IMPROVE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

 \ Automatic mapping of IoCs to internal events

 \ Pre-built parsers

 \ Automated or one-click incident response

 \ Insights into team performance to optimize processes

 GET AHEAD OF THREATS

 \ Understand how attacks occur and shore up the security  
controls that are bypassed

 \ Automation allows teams to work smarter (not harder)  
so they can focus on making preventative improvements

 ACHIEVE RISK AND COMPLIANCE 
MANAGEMENT MATURITY

 \ Maintain continuous compliance

 \ Continuous monitoring of resiliency and cyber risk

 \ Automatic compliance management

Get A Demo
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